Perkins® My Engine App

All your engine information available wherever you are.

This is a free app available in multiple languages to support you and your engine.

Validate a Perkins serial number and register all your Perkins engines. View engine consumables and your parts book, upcoming service intervals, and check your Perkins® Platinum Protection cover.

Download from your local app stores.
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Perkins Aftermarket, engineered for life
The Lifeblood of your engine

Not all engine oils are the same. Perkins® Diesel Engine Oil is a unique blend of 12 additives, designed to keep your engine clean and reduce wear, by preventing sludge and deposits. Tested and proven in elevated condition testing, and exceeding the API standards.

The only oil recommended by Perkins.

Filter out the impurities

Filters are the first line of defence for an engine, so using genuine filters really does protect the engine.

Fuel and oil contamination can be disastrous for an engine. A fuel pump or a set of injectors can cost 100 times the price of a fuel filter, while an engine can cost 500 times as much as an oil filter.

By choosing to fit genuine Perkins filters, you help prevent the risk of further costs like these.

Health Care for your engine

Perkins® Platinum Protection gives you added peace of mind that your engine is protected.

Extend your standard factory warranty with flexible packages from two to ten years coverage*, with no excess to pay and global support from our fully-trained technicians.

Precise injection for critical operation

Our injectors and pumps deliver fuel to your engine with faultless precision — so you can be totally confident in its power and performance.

Built to the highest standards by the Perkins experts who originally manufactured your engine, you can also rely on our competitive pricing and choice — with new, reconditioned or new for old options.

Extend machine life, replace the engine

Reduce downtime caused by in-field failure and achieve identical engine performance at a fraction of the cost of a new machine.

Get a greater return on your investment with a like-for-like replacement engine, enjoy lost service and availability, and gain peace of mind with Perkins® Platinum Protection.

Power and choice with total confidence

Driving greater value from your machine

All the parts you need in a convenient kit, for 500 and 1,000-hour services on 400 and 1100 Series standard engine builds.

These kits ensure you have all the necessary genuine parts to maintain the optimum performance of your electric power generator set engine for its long and healthy life.

Ready to operate with a single kit

Maintaining engine health made convenient and easy

* Terms and conditions apply